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undocumented migrants in the United States rose more than 30 percent last year and the
total population is expected to be larger than the state of California by the end of 2013, the
Pew Research Center announced Monday. The number of undocumented migrants grew to

11.2 million people, while California’s total population, as of the most recent Census
figures, was estimated at 38.9 million in 2008, according to the report. Pew also said that
the number of undocumented immigrants in the United States is higher than at any time

since 2001, with recent estimates showing at least 11.2 million, a 30 percent increase from
7.5 million in 2007. “In addition, there are now 1.6 million immigrants from Mexico and
Central America who are in the U.S. without authorization and unauthorized immigrants
from other countries increased by 65 percent in the past 10 years,” the report said. The
study also estimated that the total number of undocumented immigrants in the United

States may be as high as 16 million in 2011, which is more than the population of Canada.
According to the report, 14 percent of the 11.2 million migrants in the United States lived in
California in 2008. While most people in the country are fully documented, about 6.6 million
undocumented migrants made their way to the United States, the report said. Pew said the
undocumented population has increased significantly as a result of enforcement actions,
such as the arrest and deportation of unauthorized immigrants. Pew also found that the
fastest-growing group of undocumented migrants in the country are Asian immigrants.
Asian Americans make up 7 percent of the total undocumented population, while black

immigrants account for a small percentage of the total undocumented population, the Pew
report said. The numbers for the undocumented population in the United States are higher

than in previous years, according to the report. Pew researchers said undocumented
immigrants are most likely to be found in rural areas and in the West. The Southeast
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"ERROR in./src/utils/cdbc.js" in Ember? I

am following the guide on Ember-CLI and
when I run ember serve I get the following

error: ERROR in./src/utils/cdbc.js Syntax
error: Unexpected token ; and this file:
import jest from 'jest'; import chai from

'chai'; import chaiAsPromised from 'chai-
as-promised'; import sinon from'sinon';

import { get } from 'lodash'; import { spy
} from'sinon'; import Ember from 'ember';

import Model from './model'; import {
moduleFor, AbstractTestCase } from
'ember-qunit'; jest.useFakeTimers();

moduleFor('model:cdbc', 'Unit | Model |
cdbc', { needs: [ 'model:the-models',

'model:the-things' ] }); const validator = {
value: 'test', length: 6, validatorType:

'email', validatorFunction: (value, length)
=> { return get(/^([a-zA-Z0-9_\-\.]+)@([a-

zA-Z0-9\-]+\.)+([a-zA-
Z0-9]{2,4})$/.exec(value)); },

defaultMessage: 'The given value is not
valid', enum: [ { value: 'test',
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displayValue: 'test' }, { value: '**',
displayValue: '
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